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1 What is estimation?

So far in this class we have focused on the theory of infectious disease. Often, however, we will want
to apply this theory to particular situations. To do this we need to parameterize the model – that
is produce exact expressions for all of the relevant equations. Part of parameterization is parameter
estimation – finding the unique numerical values for the unknown parameters that provide the “best”
fit. What counts as “best” is encoded in the objective function. In this exercise we consider two different
objective functions: (1) trajectory matching with least squares, and (2) maximum likelihood estimation.

2 Trajectory matching with least squares

The basic idea of trajectory matching with least squares is that we find the values of the model parameters
that minimize the sum of squared differences between model predictions and the observed data.

To demonstrate least squares fitting, we consider an outbreak of measles in Niamey, Niger, reported on
by Grais et al. 2006 (Grais, R.F., et al. 2006. Estimating transmission intensity for a measles outbreak
in Niamey, Niger: lessons for intervention. Transactions of the Royal Society of Tropical Medicine and
Hygiene 100:867-873.). Data are provided in the file niamey.RData for three districts. Cases have been
aggregated to two week intervals, roughly the serial interval of measles transmission. The first ten lines
of data are shown below.

> load('niamey.RData')
> niamey[5,3]<-0 #replace a "NA"

> niamey<-data.frame(biweek=rep(seq(1,16),3),site=c(rep(1,16),rep(2,16),rep(3,16)),

+ cases=c(niamey[,1],niamey[,2],niamey[,3])) #define "biweeks"

> head(niamey, 10)

biweek site cases

1 1 1 22

2 2 1 27

3 3 1 64

4 4 1 84

5 5 1 116

6 6 1 172

7 7 1 173

8 8 1 651
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9 9 1 786

10 10 1 1041

A plot of cases over time in the three districts shows that cases follow a sterotypical epidemic curve in
each case, although the absolute number of cases differs substantially.

> plot(niamey$biweek,niamey$cases,type='p',col=niamey$site,xlab='Biweek',ylab='Cases')
> lines(niamey$biweek[niamey$site==1],niamey$cases[niamey$site==1])

> lines(niamey$biweek[niamey$site==2],niamey$cases[niamey$site==2],col=2)

> lines(niamey$biweek[niamey$site==3],niamey$cases[niamey$site==3],col=3)
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3 Dynamical model

Now, we seek to fit a dynamical (differential equation) model. First, we write a specialized function
for simulating the SIR model in a case where the removal rate is “hard-wired”. Additionally, since the
epidemic happens fast compared with changes in population size, we used the equations for an epidemic
in a closed population with no demography. This function takes the parameter β and the initial conditions
as arguments – that is, they are free variables that can take any value.
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> closed.sir.model <- function (t, x, params) { #SIR model equations

+ S <- x[1]

+ I <- x[2]

+ beta <- params

+ dS <- -beta*S*I

+ dI <- beta*S*I-(365/13)*I

+ list(c(dS,dI))

+ }

4 Objective function

Now we set up a function that will calculate the sum of the squared differences between the observations
and the model at any parameterization (more commonly known as “sum of squared errors”). In general,
an objective function is any quantity that optimization seeks to minimize. Note that our function
combines all the free variables (including the unknown initial conditions) into a vector unknowns.

> sse.sir <- function(unknowns,data,site){ #function to calculate squared errors

+ data<-data[data$site==site,] #working dataset, based on site

+ t <- data[,1]*14/365 #time in biweeks

+ cases <- data[,3] #number of cases

+ beta <- exp(unknowns[1]) #parameter beta

+ S0 <- exp(unknowns[2]) #initial susceptibles

+ I0 <- exp(unknowns[3]) #initial infected

+ out <- as.data.frame(ode(c(S=S0,I=I0),times=t,closed.sir.model,beta,hmax=1/120))

+ sse<-sum((out$I-cases)^2) #sum of squared errors

+ }

>

Notice that the code for sse.sir makes use of the following modeling trick. We know that β, S0, and I0
must be positive, but our search to optimize these parameters will be over the entire number line. We
could constrain the search using a more sophisticated algorithm, but this might introduce other problems
(i.e., stability at the boundaries). Instead, we re-parameterize our objective function (sse.sir) in terms
of some alternatve variables log(β), log(S0), and log(I0). While these numbers range from −∞ to ∞
(the range of our search) they map to our model parameters on a range from 0 to ∞ (the range that is
epidemiologically meaningful).

5 Optimization

Our final step is to use the function optim to find the values of β, S0, and I0 that minimize the sum of
squared errors as calculated using our function.

> library(deSolve) #differential equation library

> unknowns<-c(-3.2,7.3,-2.6) #initial guess

> fit1 <- optim(unknowns,sse.sir,data=niamey,site=1) #fit

> exp(fit1$par) #back-transform parameters

[1] 5.463181e-03 9.110385e+03 2.331841e+00
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> fit2 <- optim(unknowns,sse.sir,data=niamey,site=2) #fit

> exp(fit2$par) #back-transform parameters

[1] 8.666138e-03 6.276503e+03 2.843753e-01

> fit3 <- optim(unknowns,sse.sir,data=niamey,site=3) #fit

> exp(fit3$par) #back-transform parameters

[1] 7.130417e-02 8.625791e+02 1.031319e-03

Finally, we plot these fits against the data.

> par(mfrow=c(3,1)) #set up plotting area for multiple panels

> plot(cases~biweek,data=subset(niamey,site==1),type='b',col='blue', pch=21) #plot site 1

> t <- subset(niamey,site==1)[,1]*14/365

> mod.pred<-as.data.frame(ode(c(S=exp(fit1$par[2]),I=exp(fit1$par[3])),times=t,

+ closed.sir.model,exp(fit1$par[1]),hmax=1/120))

> #obtain model predictions

> lines(mod.pred$I~subset(niamey,site==1)[,1]) #and plot as a line

> plot(cases~biweek,data=subset(niamey,site==2),type='b',col=site) #site 2

> t <- subset(niamey,site==2)[,1]*14/365

> mod.pred<-as.data.frame(ode(c(S=exp(fit2$par[2]),I=exp(fit2$par[3])),times=t,

+ closed.sir.model,exp(fit2$par[1]),hmax=1/120))

> lines(mod.pred$I~subset(niamey,site==2)[,1])

> plot(cases~biweek,data=subset(niamey,site==3),type='b',col=site) #site 3

> t <- subset(niamey,site==3)[,1]*14/365

> mod.pred<-as.data.frame(ode(c(S=exp(fit3$par[2]),I=exp(fit3$par[3])),times=t,

+ closed.sir.model,exp(fit3$par[1]),hmax=1/120))

> lines(mod.pred$I~subset(niamey,site==3)[,1])

>
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Exercise 1. To make things easier, we have assumed the infectious period is known to be 13 days. In
terms of years, γ = (365/13)−1 ≈ 0.0356. Now, modify the code above to estimate γ and β simultane-
ously.

Exercise 2. What happens if one or both of the other unknowns (I0 and S0) is fixed instead of γ?

*Exercise 3. Trajectory matching works by fitting the model to be as close to the data as possible. In
general, one must take care to ensure that the data and model represent comparable quantities. Our
example has been sloppy in this respect. How are the data in cases and the quantity I related? Modify
your code to fix this problem.

6 Maximum likelihood

An alternative to least squares fitting is the theory of maximum likelihood. Likelihood is the probability
that the data were generated by a candidate model. Likelihood theory has a number of virtues and
provides a rigorous way to choose among competing hypotheses. Particularly, as sample size increases
to infinity, maximum likelihood estimators typically are:

• Consistent (they converge to the value being estimated)

• Asymptotically normal (the distribution of the maximum likelihood estimate tends to be Gaussian)

• Efficient (no other consistent estimator has a lower mean squared error)

By comparing models at their maximum likelihood estimates (MLEs), one can identify the model with
the greatest support. For a more developed introduction to the theory of fitting via maximum likelihood,
see the optional exercise “Estimating model parameters by maximum likelihood”.

A special case in likelihood theory is where the data are drawn from a normal probability density with
mean given by the model and constant unknown variance. That is, there is observation noise, but not
process noise; the observation errors are symmetrical and Gaussian, and the noise does not scale with
the state of the system.

If Yt is the number of infectives at time t and It is the model’s prediction, then the log of the probability
of the data given the model is:

logP (Yt|It) = log

(
1√

2πσ2
exp

(
− (Yt − It)2

2σ2

))
= − 1

2 log 2πσ2 − 1
2

(Yt − It)2

σ2

From this, it follows that

logL = − 1
2

(
1

σ2

∑
t

(Yt − It)2 + log (σ2) + log (2π)

)
,

where this last equation is the negative log likeliood of the data given the model. But, what is σ2? It
is a new parameter – the theoretical variance of the normally distributed errors, which is unknown. We
can approximate it, however, with the variance of the deviations Yt − It.
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Exercise 4. Modify your optimizer so that it returns the negative log-likelihood. What is it for the
three districts in Niamey?

*Exercise 5. Does the SEIR model provide a better fit? For nested models in which one model is a
limit case for another, maximum likelihood theory provides the likelihood ratio test for the statistical
support for the more complicated model. Specifically, we calculate the test statistic

D = 2× (logL(alternative model)− logL(null model)) .

Under some conditions (the conditions of Wilk’s theorem, which are often assumed but rarely verified),
D will be (asymptotically) distributed according to a χ2 distribution. This means that where the
difference between the null and alternative models is one degree of freedom (one unknown parameter)
the alternative model is statistically supported over the null model with D ≥ 1.96. Modify your code to
fit the SEIR model and perform a likelihood ratio test. Do these data provide evidence for an E class?
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